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Our Hub
We have created a global Hub that enables us to provide 
support and coverage to other KPMG teams and clients 
in developing new managements models. 

We are a highly qualified multidisciplinary Management 
Consulting team working (more than 70 consultants), with 
these characteristics:

   Expertise and experience developing management 
models in different sectors

   We have an extensive experience in advising on the 
Management Control processes of large companies.

   We have a tested methodology for design and 
implementation project.

   Knowledge of business models and key transformation 
pillars for companies

   Experience on definition and implementation of all our 
services

Our resources 
working together 

with KPMG 
teams all over 

the world



Our experience

Four major pillars for an 
effective implementation of 
new management models

Benefits for the client

Highly experienced experts in the definition and the development 
of  business management models for decision making customized 
depending on the clients needs in different sectors:

 — Power and Utilities
 — Pharma
 — Industry
 — Retail and Consumer 

products

 — Infrastructures
 — Hospitality
 — Public Sector
 — Insurance
 — Real state

Based on our methodology and tools
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Business modeling
 — Driver-based modeling ensures that all decision making 
variables that also affect the business are embedded in 
planning, tracing and day-to-day decision making processes.

Development of new continuous budgeting 
models and enhanced functionalities

 — Planning and forecasting models which explain past 
deviations (scenario effect, demand effect, etc.), focusing the 
main efforts on permanently evaluating future impacts.

 — The planning model includes advanced analysis tools that 
facilitate business performance simulations through their 
drivers: anticipating responses and reducing uncertainty.

 — Creation of early alerts and automatic replanification 
models (advanced). These functionalities provide great value 
and can be developed at any moment in time.

Organization’s adaptation 
 — The organization must adapt to the new model for 
databased management. It must include a vision of the 
future and be oriented towards constant change.

 — This organization must focus on the analysis of objective 
data, generating as we have seen, a unique interpretation 
of reality and, thus, the best decision possible (implicitly 
agreed with the whole organization).

Technology development
 — Technology as a means to an end: must provide speed, 
digital information and be robust to guarantee data 
objectivity when and how required.

 — Technology will contribute the analytical elements needed 
to streamline all the processes for comparing possible 
decisions.

Examples of 
technological 
components 
that can be 
developed in 
this kind of 
project:

Digital information in an unique database

Calculation engines

Analytic tools and Robotics

Real time and multi-platform dashboards

Collaborative platforms for decision making

Transformation of 
Performance and Decision 
Management models
Disruption in Business 
Models and market changes 
across all industries, 
have become a huge 
challenge that demands 
a Transformation of 
Traditional Business 
Models.

This new scenario 
forces all business 
and corporate areas 
to adapt to make the 
best decisions in a 
constantly changing and 
uncertain environment. These 
new Market Challenges make 
it imperative to transform the 
Management Model.

Key elements for  
management 
model 
transformation:

Management model (and its associated goals) must be unique 
(Short and Long Term) and ongoing over time (rolling with a 
future horizon).

Management model must be a basic tool for daily business 
management. It ensures that decisions at any level are aligned 
with the goals set and take into consideration the market/ 
business situation at any given time.

Management model must include the drivers used in decision
making, which through advanced analysis allow for:

 — Easy and objective measurement and self explanatory 
causes of deviations.

 — Early evaluation of future impact of changes in drivers (not 
only in the immediate future but in the longer term)

 — The establishment of the required adjustments at every 
business level to adapt to new scenarios studied.

Market 
Challenges

Variable 
Investment 

Return

New 
competitors 

and agressive 
pricing

New Business 
Models 

(introduced by a 
Digital World)

Strong 
Regulation

Changes in 
supply and 

Demand 
Structure

Volatility of 
Market Drivers 

(demand, 
prices…)

Set strategic 
goals

Define 
implementation

actions

Reality 
measurement

Results 
analysis

Establish
corrective
measures Performance 

and Decision 
Management 

models

Strategy

Processes

Organization and efficiencies

 — Alignment of the whole organisation with long-term strategic 
goals on an ongoing basis.

 — Real time answers to a C-Suit level.
 — Possibility to simulate any scenario.
 — Capacity to allocate resources according to strategy as soon 

as needed.
 — Early response to any driver change (including external) 

reducing the impact of uncertainty.
 — Decision Making Consistency to the decision making at all 

Organization levels through Business Drivers Model.
 — Investment management linked to drivers.

 — Simplification of the planning and budgeting of the company 
with a rolling forecast, long-term outlook.

 — All quantitative deviations are explained with factor analysis, 
eliminating manual tasks and errors.

 — One database with the same data shared at all organizational 
levels.

 — Multiple reporting capabilities to provide all the necessary 
information to the entire group.

 — Promotion of high efficiency in management information.
 — Data governance ensures the same vision (and data) from the 

business throughout the Data Driven Organization.
 — Cost optimization derived from the standardization of 

budgeting and reporting models as well as automation.
 — One and only interpretation of reality.


